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Discourse Relations (DRs)

We need speech data annotated with DRs
No available corpora, so we automatically annotated four 
audiobooks (Blizzard Challenge 2012) with the Rhetorical 
Structure Theory (RST)-based FastNLPParser

Testing H1 by acoustic analysis

Hypotheses
H1 : DRs are prosodically encoded in natural speech
H2 : DRs improve naturalness of synthetic speech

F0 INTENSITY
Relation Mean Range SD Mean Range SD
ATT ** *** ** **
BAC * * *** ** **
CON *** *** ** **
ELA . *** *** ** **
JOI *** *** ** *** ** **

Duration Acoustic

RMSE Corr
MCD 

(dB)

BAP 

(dB)
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(Hz)
F0 corr

V/UV 

(%)

Valid.

set

BASE 9.027 0.701 5.823 0.283 34.172 0.404 7.006

wDRs 9.029 0.701 5.713 0.279 33.824 0.435 6.958

Test 

set

BASE 9.281 0.690 5.855 0.284 34.714 0.395 6.993

wDRs 9.265 0.691 5.744 0.281 32.204 0.437 6.931

Conclusions:
DRs are prosodically

encoded and the 
use of DR features 

does improve 
synthetic speech.

Type of DR Number of
instances

Proportion
among DRs (%)

Proportion of
utterances containing
at least one instance

of this DR (%)

elaboration 6,379 43.62 32.53
joint 3,757 25.69 19.24
attribution 2,018 13.80 10.04
background 708 4.84 3.59
contrast 534 3.65 2.81

Table 1: Distribution of the most frequent extracted DRs

Type of DR Definition

elaboration S gives additional information about N
[I went to the shop N ][that is next to my house S ]

joint Multinuclear relation of paired Ns
[I sang N1 ][and I danced N2 ]

attribution Statement in N is reported by S
[I thought S ][I could do it N ]

background S gives essential information to understand N
[He ate N ][because he was hungry S ]

contrast Multinuclear relation where Ns are in opposition
[It seems easy, N1 ][but it’s not N2 ]

Table 2: Definition of the selected DRs with example sentences

(iii) they experimented with augmenting TTS only with pause
and average duration features while we experiment with other
acoustic features; (iv) they relied on manually-annotated DRs
while we use a discourse parser.

3. Methodology
We test two hypotheses:

HI: DRs are prosodically encoded.

HII: Using DRs improves the naturalness of neural SPPS.

We validate HI before testing HII: acoustic encoding of DRs
must be detectable if an SPSS system is expected to predict it.

3.1. Do discourse relations have acoustic correlates?

If DRs are acoustically encoded, a speaker will produce varia-
tion in their prosody in order to convey discourse information,
compared to utterance segments where there is no DR. We hy-
pothesize that there will be a significant difference between DR
segments and non- DR segments for certain acoustic features.
We also suppose that each DR will be encoded differently. Al-
though others [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] have already found that DRs have
acoustic correlates, we must verify this on our data.

3.2. Can discourse relations improve TTS?

If DRs are acoustically encoded, discourse information would
be an interesting addition to increase the naturalness of an
SPSS system. SPSS predicts acoustic parameters from linguis-
tic features, and DRs would add new information to the existing
(within-sentence) linguistic feature set.

4. Dataset creation
DRs are linguistic features that hold over spans of words, so
they are much less frequent than smaller units such as sylla-
bles. We therefore require a corpus large enough to have mul-

tiple occurrences of each type of DR. We chose the corpus
from the Blizzard Challenge 2012 [18], which includes four
audiobooks, read by the same American English male speaker
and freely available on LibriVox.org. This dataset contains
27,320 utterances, paired with automatically generated word-
and phoneme-labelled alignments and confidence scores indi-
cating how well the labels are likely to match the book sen-
tences. With more than 50 hours of speech, we considered this
corpus large enough; [8]’s system yielded improvements using
10 hours of training data. Moreover, the narrative nature of the
audiobooks ensures expressive speech with long-range coher-
ence. This means that DR prosody will reflect extra-sentential
context, allowing access to the complete discourse structure. Fi-
nally, using this corpus makes comparison with the results in
[10] possible.

The only drawback of this corpus is that it is not anno-
tated with DRs. We automatically annotated it using a dis-
course parser. Contrary to [10] who used a PDTB-based parser
[19], we selected the RST-based FastNLPParser [20], built on
the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [21]. This parser was used by
[7] who found that DRs could be automatically recognized with
good accuracy. Moreover, as [8] used RST for DR-augmented
TTS and observed a slight preference toward their DR-enriched
voice, it confirmed us that RST could be a good framework.
FastNLPParser is one of the best RST parsers currently avail-
able, with micro-averaged F1 scores of 65.3 for satellite iden-
tification, 54.2 for nucleus, 45.1 for relation labelling and 44.2
for full DR identification on the standard Parseval procedure
[22]. It is particularly easy to use as it does not require any
pre-formatting of the input text.

The text of the books was processed by FastNLPParser in
paragraph-sized chunks, which allows the tool to extract DRs
across sentence boundaries (as in [10], [8] and [7]). From the
discourse structure obtained in this way, we only kept DRs for
which the two EDUs were adjacent leaves of the discourse tree,
as in [10] and [7]). This was done in order to prevent any in-
terference from nested DRs or extrinsic DRs separating the two
EDUs. Since the parsing was done automatically and will there-
fore contain some error, focusing on adjacent leaves also helps
with the reliability of the results, limiting the propagation of
mistakes to higher levels of the discourse tree.

We then discarded sentences for which the automatic align-
ment’s confidence score was less than 100%. We also decided
to focus on the five most frequent DR types in order to have
enough examples to train our SPSS system, shown in Table
1. The five DR types used are explained in Table 2. Our
parsed corpus thus contained 19,349 utterances, and more than
31 hours of speech. Some of the utterances did not take part
in any DR whereas other utterances contained one or more DR
of the following types: attribution (ATT), background (BAC),
contrast (CON), elaboration (ELA) and joint (JOIN).

The proportion of DRs that span adjacent sentences var-
ied depending on the type of DR : 9.65% of the ELA relations,
3.00% of the JOI relations, 1.50% of the CON relations, 1.13%
of the BAC relations (and roughly 0% of the ATTR relations)
were split across two sentences.

5. Acoustic analysis
To test hypothesis HI – that DRs have acoustic correlates – we
compared utterance segments labelled with a DR with segments
with no assigned DR (NDR). DR segements did not include any
information about EDUs; they only indicated time boundaries
and their type of DR. We used Praat [23] to extract the follow-

• Discourse Relations express 
logical structure of discourse

• Evidence that DRs have 
acoustic encodings

We used Merlin to build two neural TTS voices : BASE and wDRS
Listening test presented sentences either in isolation, or in context.

wDRs significantly preferred over BASE for all relation types (except ATT)

• We compared utterance segments 
labelled with a DR with segments 
with no assigned DR

• Intensity in general and F0 range are 
significantly predicted by DRs


